
DUAL COMB FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROSCOPYT.W. HÄNSCH1;2 , N. PICQUÉ1;2;3, 1 Max Plank Institut für Quantenoptik, Hans-Kopfermann-Str. 1,85748Garhing, Germany; 2 Ludwig Maximilians-Universität Münhen, Fakultät für Physik, Shellingstrasse4/III, 80799 Münhen, Germany; 3 Institut des Sienes Moléulaires d'Orsay, CNRS, Université Paris-Sud,B�atiment 350, 91405 Orsay, Frane. Email: nathalie.pique�mpq.mpg.de.The advent of laser frequeny ombs a deade ago has already revolutionized optial frequeny metrology and preision spetrosopy.Extensions of laser ombs from the THz region to the extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray frequenies are now under exploration. Suhlaser ombs have beome enabling tools for a growing tree of appliations, from optial atomi loks to attoseond siene.Reently, the millions of preisely ontrolled laser omb lines that an be produed with a train of ultrashort laser pulses have been har-nessed for highly multiplexed moleular spetrosopy. Fourier multi-heterodyne spetrosopy, dual omb spetrosopy, or asynhronousoptial sampling spetrosopy with frequeny ombs are emerging as powerful new spetrosopi tools. Even the �rst proof-of-prinipleexperiments have demonstrated a very exiting potential for ultra-rapid and ultra-sensitive reording of omplex moleular spetra. Com-pared to onventional Fourier transform spetrosopy, reording times ould be shortened from seonds to miroseonds, with intriguingprospets for spetrosopy of short lived transient speies. Longer reording times allow high resolution spetrosopy of moleules withextreme preision, sine the absolute frequeny of eah laser omb line an be known with the auray of an atomi lok.The spetral struture of sharp lines of a laser omb an be very useful even in the reording of broadband spetra without sharp features,as they are e.g. enountered for moleular gases or in the liquid phase. A seond frequeny omb of different line spaing permits thegeneration of a omb of radio frequeny beat notes, whih effetively map the optial spetrum into the radio frequeny regime, so thatit an be reorded with a single fast photodetetor, followed by digital signal analysis. In the time domain, a pulse train of a mode-lokedfemtoseond laser exites some moleular medium at regular time intervals. A seond pulse train of different repetition frequenyinterferometrially samples the transient response or free indution deay of the medium, akin to an optial sampling osillosope.


